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             For a time filled with an elaborate variety of books and motion pictures, authors are 

forced to include a further edge to the presentation of the desired story. During the early 2000s, 

James Cameron dove into the idea of creating an emotion-striking work that would open the 

minds and hearts of the people of the world who, at the time, began re-entering an era of mistrust 

and hate between races and cultures. His production of “Avatar” demonstrated the use of abstract 

creatures to draw the attention of readers. Upon further reflection of the components of this 

story, it becomes obvious that Cameron uses these abstract ideas as symbols of the unnecessary 

fighting of the unknown that mankind seems to come subject to on a reoccurring basis. 

           Cameron presents the two sides as distinctly opposites whom rarely find a relatable topic 

to bond over. One side is the Ometician People whom are described as what we know to be 

Native Americans. He describes not only them, but also their surroundings, as “bright creatures” 

that “are surrounded by the life of the forest” or “Ayewa,” whom is the goddess of all things. The 

other is described as a military group whose sole purpose is to “destroy” and collect all valuable 

resources through their destruction path. He presents the two so obviously different to add to the 

effect of the ending. Not that it came as a shock but to put emphasis on the fact that it didn’t. 

          The main character, Jake, who is an ex-marine that originally enters the story on the 

military side as one who uses an “avatar body” to communicate and learn the ways of the 
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indigenous people. Cameron couples the irony of a crippled soldier as well as an unexpected love 

into his main character in attempt of bringing the two sides together. Once again, his dramatic 

attack at such a strong topic soothes over with his strategic placement of attention grabbers. First, 

he plays to sympathy for an injured man who will not walk. Then, gives him the gift of legs but 

at a cost, of course. Throughout the story, Cameron depicts Jake growing into the peacemaker, 

but also person, that he was always meant to be. Cameron never ceased to always tie in the 

requirement of unity to achieve success. 

          During the final scenes of the work, Cameron constructs a mesmerizing view of an 

unbreakable force that are lined up and ready to push through anything to get rid of, what they 

see as, the pests. However, he spends greater effort on the imagery for the Ometician Peoples’ 

purpose as well as their strategy. While the military brought all their guns and ships, the People 

had joined forces with all of the clans as well as some of the military force. In presenting this 

fight, specifically like this, Cameron places emphasis on the morally agreeable side to plant his 

idea of unity and life into the readers’ mind. 

         Everyone hates to look in the mirror and see that there is a problem. This is where authors’ 

purposes come into play. Just as Cameron presents the issue of blind discrimination and selfish 

hatred in an entertaining way that requires one to look past the surface story to find the 

underlying meaning, so should we look past the surface of ourselves and others to see and value 

all as it truly is, not just as we want it to be. 


